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I n 1749 the articles of war that regulated life aboard His Britannic Majesty’s 
vessels stipulated:

If any Person in or belonging to the Fleet shall make or endeavor to make any mutinous 
Assembly upon any Pretense whatsoever, every Person offending herein, and being convicted 
thereof by the Sentence of the Court Martial, shall suffer Death: and if any Person in or belong-
ing to the Fleet shall utter any Words of Sedition or Mutiny, he shall suffer Death, or such other 
Punishment as a Court Martial shall deem him to deserve. . . . [Moreover] if any Person in or 
belonging to the Fleet shall conceal any traitorous or mutinous Words spoken by any, to the 
Prejudice of His Majesty or Government, or any Words, Practice or Design tending to the 
Hindrance of the Service, and shall not forthwith reveal the same to the Commanding Officer; 
or being present at any Mutiny or Sedition, shall not use his utmost Endeavors to suppress the 
same, he shall be punished as a Court Martial shall think he deserves.1

These stern edicts inform a common image of the cowed life of ordinary sailors aboard vessels 
of the Royal Navy during its golden age, an image affirmed by the testimony of Jack Nastyface 
(also known as William Robinson, 1787–ca. 1836), for whom the sailor’s lot involved enforced 
silence under threat of barbarous and tyrannical punishment.2 In the soundscape of maritime life 

1  Articles 19 and 20 of An Act for Amending, Explaining and Reducing into One Act of Parliament, the Laws Relating 
to the Government of His Majesty’s Ships, Vessels and Forces by Sea (also known as the 1749 Naval Act or the 
Articles of War), 22 Geo. 2, c. 33.

2  Jack Nastyface, Nautical Economy; or, Forecastle Recollections of Events During the Last War, Dedicated to the 
Brave Tars of Old England, By a Sailor, Politely Called by the Officers of the Navy, Jack Nastyface (London: William 
Robinson, 1836), 1. Postles observed that the use of British aliases in the early modern period arose in two 
contexts predominantly: either in the renegotiation of names after “migration from one parish to another 
settlement” or in being applied to “miscreants.” Both of these could have applied to Nastyface; the one implying 
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in the eighteenth-century Royal Navy, the sounds of sailors’ voices—especially those raised in 
complaint—were limited to prescribed times and places.3 The audible limits of this soundscape 
were set by those empowered by the Articles of War to speak with the voice of command, and to 
expect and tolerate no question or rebuke.4

This image of commanded speech and reverent silence is a misleading one, as Peter 
Linebaugh and Marcus Rediker have pointed out. Sailors and maritime workers were not the 
passive recipients of command but engaged in the active organization of resistance across the 
eighteenth century.5 Their resistance took place against the backdrop of the gradual extension 
of the British maritime and imperial state and its hierarchies of power on land and at sea.6 To 
speak of resistance, however, is itself potentially misleading. The British “fiscal-military state” 
gradually integrated and incorporated a variety of interests.7 This process of state extension fos-
tered the growth of a wider field of ideological contest between interests, enabling the gradual 
development of a “national society” based on a slowly widening sense of shared membership.8 
Though political power and economic privilege remained highly centralized, a rich network of 
local and parish offices throughout Britain provided possibilities for promoting more popular or 
plebeian interests throughout the early modern period.9 That shared membership, however, was 
clearly stratified—demarcated by outward signs of privilege and status, not the least of which 
was fluency in the language of gentlemanly civility. In civil discourse, speakers displayed their 
distinction (or claims to it) in studied refinement, cultivated politeness, or elegant polish. Civility 

his own agency and the other implying his subjection to authority. Dave Postles, “The Politics of Address in 
Early Modern England,” Journal of Historical Sociology 18, nos. 1–2 (2005): 104.

3  The sailors’ silence reflects the broader point that the voices of the poorer and laboring classes were often 
“muffled, audible only in relation to (and deeply shaped by) the highly strategic negotiations of formal poor 
relief ” or, as will be explored in this article, other similarly structured engagements, including mutinies and 
courts-martial. Alexandra Shepard, “Poverty, Labour, and the Language of Social Description in Early Modern 
England,” Past and Present 201 (2008): 52.

4  Article 21 of An Act for Amending, Explaining and Reducing into One Act of Parliament enjoined a sailor having 
“Cause of Complaint” at the “Unwholesomeness of the Victual” to “quietly make the same known to his 
Superior or Captain, or Commander in Chief, as the Occasion may deserve, that such present Remedy may be 
had as the Matter may require.”

5  Peter Linebaugh and Marcus Rediker, The Many-Headed Hydra: Sailors, Slaves, Commoners, and the Hidden 
History of the Revolutionary Atlantic (Boston: Beacon Press, 2000), 144. As Dugan memorably described it, the 
elite viewed the common sailor as “mentally inferior, simple, jolly and loyal . . . by nature lazy, so the boatswain’s 
mate used a knout to send him up the shrouds. He was improvident; therefore pay only indulged his weakness. 
He was a drunkard, so he must not be allowed ashore. He was a child who looked to the captain and the admiral 
as his father. It was precisely the myth that the Southern white in the United States attached to Negro slaves.” 
The mutiny that swept British fleets in 1797 was so cleverly planned and executed that it “wrecked the jolly jack 
tar mystique” and made it “hard for most officers to believe in the new man who had come so unexpectedly on 
deck.” James Dugan, The Great Mutiny (London: Mayflower Paperback, 1965), 94.

6  Bayly spoke of the “revivification of the [British] nation-state” in the eighteenth century. Christian Alan Bayly, 
Imperial Meridian: The British Empire and the World, 1780–1830 (Essex: Longman, 1989), 102. See also P. J. 
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University Press, 2005), 161–63.

7  John Brewer, The Sinews of Power: War, Money, and the English State, 1688–1783 (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 
1989), 247–48.

8  Dror Wahrman, “National Society, Communal Culture: An Argument about the Recent Historiography of 
Eighteenth-Century Britain,” Social History 17, no. 1 (2008): 45.

9  David Lemmings, Law and Government in England during the Long Eighteenth Century: From Consent to 
Command (New York: Palgrave, 2011), 162–63. See also the essays in J. F. McDiarmid, ed., The Monarchical 
Republic of Early Modern England: Essays in Response to Patrick Collinson (Hampshire: Ashgate, 2007).
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became a mark of social standing and aspiration, a clarion announcement of one’s merit and 
virtue, and an announcement of at least relative political power. Civility also served, however, as a 
more softly spoken entrée to the ubiquitous networks of patronage and corruption through which 
British government was managed and by which social advancement was compassed.10 The con-
cept of civility thus retained an ambivalence—encompassing the epitome of virtuous politeness 
alongside the roguish engagement in vice.11 Though nominally opposed to behaviors or peoples 
deemed uncivil, the tension between civility and incivility allowed a wide elasticity of definition.

The experience of maritime expansion beginning in the sixteenth century provided one 
source of this tension, bringing narrow and prescriptive understandings of civility into contact 
and exchange with other civilities. One force acting on this tension was the dissonance expe-
rienced when Europeans, who understood themselves as the bearers of civil norms, encoun-
tered non-Europeans who behaved with their own evident—though at times baffling—civility.12 
Another force driving the tension between civility (narrowly conceived) and other civilities was 
the dialogical exchange between the maritime workforce of ordinary but discontented sailors, 
whose labor was essential to the process of imperial and mercantile expansion, and the bearers of 
authority over them.13 While it might be assumed that this exchange was oppositional and con-
frontational, I will argue in this article that mercantile elites and working classes in the period 
were enmeshed in potentially more tractable relations of interdependence. This interdependence 
was driven not only by competition between national or imperial foes but by a dialogical com-
prehension of utterances that could not be civilly uttered. 

According to Marcus Rediker, the maritime working classes that emerged in the eighteenth 
century possessed a fractious political culture. This culture was marked by the consolidating 
experience of “confrontation” with the forces of nature, and the oppositional and antagonis-
tic “class confrontation” between the common sailors and their officers over “issues of power, 
authority, work and discipline.”14 Such tensions were driven by the dynamics of imperial and 
commercial rivalry that led directly to the spectacular revolutions in America, Haiti, and France 
in the latter half of the eighteenth century.15 Linebaugh and Rediker, however, argue that the 
political culture of the maritime working classes, which they refer to as a “hydrarchy,” represented 
a much older, if marginal, alternative order.16 The hydrarchy of sailors “was both proletarian and 

10  Bruce Buchan and Lisa Hill, An Intellectual History of Political Corruption (New York: Palgrave, 2014), 125–54.
11  Erin Mackie, Rakes, Highwaymen, and Pirates: The Making of the Modern Gentleman in the Eighteenth Century 
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12  Bruce Buchan, “The Civil Noise of Empire,” in Sound, Space and Civility in the British World, c. 1700–1850, ed. 

Bruce Buchan et al. (Routledge, forthcoming).
13  See, e.g., the essays in Christopher Storrs, ed., The Fiscal-Military State in Eighteenth-Century Europe: Essays in 

Honour of P. G. M. Dickson (Surrey: Ashgate, 2009). 
14  Marcus Rediker, Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea: Merchant Seamen, Pirates and the Anglo-American 

Naval World, 1700–1750 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987), 154–55.
15  David Armitage and Sanjay Subrahmanyam, eds., The Age of Revolutions in Global Context, c. 1760–1840 (New 

York: Palgrave, 2010); and Ben Wilson, Decency and Disorder: The Age of Cant, 1789–1837 (London: Faber and 
Faber, 2007), 52–53. Hobsbawm and Rudé long ago observed that the landed elites in England were excluded 
from much of the “village community by the poor,” only to be surprised when peace was shattered by riot. If it is 
true that an eighteenth-century ship was a village at sea, then this same form of exclusion might help to explain 
the surprise so regularly expressed by officers when murmuring gave way to outright mutiny. E. J. Hobsbawm 
and G. Rudé, Captain Swing (London: Reader’s Union, Lawrence and Wishart, 1970), 61.

16  Linebaugh and Rediker, Many-Headed Hydra, 144.
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oppositional,” and thus, its existence in the face of repression and suppression remained forever 
tenuous:

Not least because the alternative order of the common sailor was decapitated almost every time 
it reared its head, whether in mutiny, in strike, or in piracy. It took a long time for mariners to 
get, as one man put it, “the choice in themselves”—that is, the autonomous power to organize 
the ship and its miniature society as they wanted. The sailor’s hydrarchy went through sev-
eral stages, appearing most clearly—and, to the authorities, most threateningly—when sailors 
organized themselves as pirates in the early eighteenth century.17

Indeed, much attention has been lavished on pirates as the real or imagined (or just exagger-
ated) spokespeople of an alternative vision of social order, expressed in their sacrilegious oaths, 
their flamboyant dress, and their contractarian mini-commonwealths.18 In this article, I want to 
focus on the less sensational sonic profile of an assertive, sometimes raucous, and even violent 
maritime counter-civility expressed in mutinous murmurings.19 Rather than interpreting these 
events as “anticivility” defying elite civility, I argue that they represent a plebeian “counter-civil-
ity,” a verbal riposte to elite civility—a responsive engagement inviting a dialogical comprehen-
sion.20 I will argue here that mutinous murmuring was not wholly oppositional but expressed 
alongside elite civility.21

sounds of civility
Recent research has highlighted the variable sonic range of civility in early modern Europe.22 
Concepts of civility arose in sixteenth-century Europe and emphasized the value of a civil urban 
community with settled laws administered by legitimate political authorities, enabling a suffi-
cient and prosperous life based on the inculcation of polite and courtly manners.23 In the mass of 
instruction manuals and treatises on polite conversation, comportment, manners, and rhetoric, 
civility emerged as a practical, performative, but, above all, sonic virtue. Civility resonated in the 
sounds of conversation, in public discourse, in studied oratory, in elegant music, and in the mani-
fold resonances of an industrious, prosperous, and peaceful civil society. Mere noise, on the other 
hand, whether of unruly crowds, of unmodulated voices, or of rustic music, increasingly came to 

17  Ibid., 154–56.
18  See, e.g., Mel Campbell, “Pirate Chic: Tracing the Aesthetics of Literary Piracy,” in Pirates and Mutineers of 

the Nineteenth Century: Swashbucklers and Swindlers, ed. Grace Moore (Surrey: Ashgate, 2011), 13–17; Daniel 
Heller-Roazen, The Enemy of All: Piracy and the Law of Nations (New York: Zone Books, 2009); and Peter 
T. Leeson, “The Calculus of Piratical Consent: The Myth of the Myth of Social Contract,” Public Choice 139 
(2009): 443–59.

19  Royalist Richard Brathwaite wrote in 1631 that the sailor “was never acquainted with much civility; the sea 
hath taught him other rhetoric” (cited in Linebaugh and Rediker, Many-Headed Hydra, 143).

20  Anna Bryson, From Courtesy to Civility: Changing Codes of Conduct in Early Modern England (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1998), 253–54.

21  L. I. Davies, “Orality, Literacy, Popular Culture: An Eighteenth-Century Case Study,” Oral Tradition 25, no. 2 
(2010): 318–19.

22  Hilel Schwartz, Making Noise: From Babel to the Big Bang and Beyond (New York: Zone Books, 2011), 49.
23  Peter Burke, “A Civil Tongue: Language and Politeness in Early Modern Europe,” in Civil Histories: Essays 

Presented to Sir Keith Thomas, ed. Peter Burke et al. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), 34–38; and 
C. Shrank, “Civil Tongues: Language, Law and Reformation,” in Early Modern Civil Discourses, ed. Jennifer 
Richards (New York: Palgrave, 2003), 21–25.
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be considered the audible signal of the uncivil.24 Civility operated as both an aspiration toward 
a studied form of comportment and a judgment against those deemed in want of it. Most impor-
tantly, civility acquired a pan-European significance. By means of civility, it was thought, bloody 
civil war could be averted and law, government, and property could be secured.25 Europeans thus 
came to see themselves as embodying a common aspiration toward civilized societies in which 
polite and prosaically virtuous models of gentlemanly comportment represented the epitome of 
civilization.26 Above all, civility was a conversational virtue enshrined in the audible exchange 
of educated voices engaged in polite discourse.27 

This aspiration was perhaps most clearly embodied in Lord Shaftesbury’s decidedly mas-
culine account of the civility of a well-bred gentleman. Shaftesbury’s gentleman was a character 
type whose manners were suited to his “Rank and Quality,” whose discernment, taste, and bon-
homie were as much an excellence as the philosopher’s intellectual skill. Shaftesbury’s civility 
was thus a philosophical and moral excellence produced by the right kind of educated, sociable, 
and privileged company of fellow gentlemen.28 By the turn of the eighteenth century, civility 
had become a European “commonplace” expressing norms of polite conversation and gentility 
of manners endorsed across almost all political and religious divides.29 There were any number 
of variations in the presentation and reception of civility in the eighteenth century, but behind 
them lay a “single world of elite culture, in which movements of taste were shared” across (at least 
western) European societies.30 

If Shaftesbury’s gentlemanly civility was registered in polite and agreeable conversation, 
its very generation was inscribed with the multiple hierarchies of European society, the web of 
spiritual, social, and economic connections that enmeshed each person in relations of deference, 
obedience, reciprocation, or patronage.31 In its insistence that civil and agreeable conversation 
consist in tasteful discourse, proper modes of address, and correct forms of behavior, this elite 
view of civility operated in a prescriptive mode. It was in this sense that Daniel Defoe, for exam-
ple, recommended a learned society of men whose task was to “polish and refine the English 
Tongue” by eliminating the “hard words, and long unusual Coupling of Syllables and Sentences” 
that he believed were corrupting the civility of English discourse, making it “harsh and untune-
ful to the Ear.”32

Defoe’s disdain notwithstanding, civility was regularly registered in the eighteenth cen-
tury by means of “harsh and untuneful” noise. Indeed, the inability to demonstrate one’s civility 

24  Emily Cockayne, Hubbub: Filth, Noise, and Stench in England, 1600–1770 (New Haven, CT: Yale University 
Press, 2007), 122.

25  Norbert Elias, Power and Civility: The Civilizing Process, trans. E. Jephcott (New York: Pantheon, 1982), 
2:86–90.

26  Benet Davetian, Civility: A Cultural History (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2009), 23–98.
27  Markku Peltonen, The Duel in Early Modern Europe: Civility, Politeness and Honour (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 2003), 27–28.
28  Anthony Ashley Cooper, Earl of Shaftesbury, Characteristicks of Men, Manners, Opinions, Times (Indianapolis: 

Liberty Fund, 2001), 2:86–91. See also Charles-Edouard Levillain, “William III’s Military and Political Career 
in Neo-Roman Context, 1672–1702,” Historical Journal 48, no. 2 (2005): 344–45.

29  Peltonen, Duel, 10.
30  Michael J. Braddick, “Civility and Authority,” in The British Atlantic World, 1500–1800, 2nd ed., ed. David 

Armitage and Michael J. Braddick (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2009), 127.
31  Peltonen, Duel, 155–56.
32  Daniel Defoe, An Essay Upon Projects (London: R. R., 1697), 233–34, 249.
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(especially in British colonial encounters) prompted uncertainties and anxieties that were often 
assuaged by recourse to what I have elsewhere called “civil noise,” typically that of gunfire.33 
Thus, civility not only imbibed a considerable degree of conceptual ambiguity in the eighteenth 
century but also, as a performative virtue, retained a variable audible range.34 In the following 
sections of this article, I will explore one aspect of this variable range of civility registered in the 
soundscape of eighteenth-century maritime life. I argue that the variable range of civility encom-
passed the articulation of what might be termed plebeian “counter-civilities” existing alongside—
sometimes challenging or even subverting but also in dialogue with—the dominant discourse 
of patrician civility, even at sea.

murmuring
Among Daniel Defoe’s objections to an uncivil tongue was that “needless Oaths, Curses, and long 
Parentheses of Imprecations” introduced an “impertinent” discordance that rendered discourse 
“perfectly unintelligible as to Meaning.”35 Meaning, Defoe seemed to suggest, hinged upon the 
vocal clarity with which one speaker articulates words that serve as commonly understood sig-
nifications for things. This model of language was obviously challenged by the “impertinent” 
swearing of modish gentlemen, who should know better, and by the whining or canting tongue 
of the uncivil, who did not. But Defoe clearly underestimated the degree to which civil discourse 
at sea relied on the audibility of impertinent unintelligibility. By grumbling or whispering, sailors 
spoke their complaints in the only way they could to naval hierarchy, in barely audible and almost 
wordless murmur. Good discipline at sea throughout the century relied on the ability and will-
ingness of naval hierarchy not only to hear this murmuring but to understand and respond to it. 
While murmured oaths may well have been an impertinence and all but unintelligible, they were 
the medium of a kind of dialogue between the discourses of civility and counter-civility at sea.

In his Brief History of Mutiny, Richard Woodman writes that “it is a seaman’s right to grum-
ble. It is a means by which he insulates his individuality against the intrusions of his relentlessly 
communal life.”36 British sailors throughout the eighteenth century had much to grumble about, 
but if ever there were such a thing as a right to grumble, of muttering a perhaps only half-heard 
complaint, it was a dangerous right to claim. Most often described as murmuring, the sailor’s 
temptation to voice complaint—even if only barely audibly—was widely considered the surest 
prelude to mutiny. The connection between murmuring and mutiny was an axiom firmly estab-
lished in biblical lore. 

The King James Bible recorded many instances of murmuring, but possibly the most signif-
icant of these was the story in Exodus (e.g., 15:24, 16:2, 17:3) where Moses’s prolonged absence on 
Mount Sinai (receiving the Ten Commandments) prompted murmurs and dissension among the 
Israelites.37 The overtly political implications of this tale became a staple of patriotic Protestant 

33  Buchan, “Civil Noise of Empire.”
34  For more on the conceptual ambiguity of civility, see Peltonen, Duel, 225.
35  Defoe, Essay, 244–45.
36  Richard Woodman, A Brief History of Mutiny (London: Robinson, 2005), 12.
37  In Exodus 17:3, for example, the Israelites were thirsting in the desert “and the people murmured against 

Moses, and said, Wherefore is this that thou hast brought us up out of Egypt, to kill us, and our children, and 
our cattel with thirst?”
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preaching in Stuart and Hanoverian Britain.38 When the accession of George I to the throne of 
Great Britain in 1714 prompted widespread rioting and a Jacobite rebellion in Scotland, Samuel 
Bradford, the rector of Saint Mary le Bow Church in London and chaplain-in-ordinary to the 
king, chose as his text Corinthians 10:10: “neither murmur ye, as some of them also murmured, 
and were destroyed of the destroyer.” The fate of the murmuring Israelites, Bradford pointed out, 
was to be smitten by an Angel of the Lord, suffering sundry debilitating afflictions and finally 
being condemned to remain in the wilderness. The parable illustrated that murmuring originated 
in infidelity and was promoted by false and slanderous reports being widely spread among the 
people, which “render’d them uncapable, not only of being govern’d by reason, but of so much as 
hearing it; and which excited in them a fierce and barbarous rage against those who would have 
advised them for their good.”39 Bradford applied the analysis to contemporary Britain, where 
murmuring was now to be heard against the Whig government (and the new king). As Bradford 
saw it, the Whig administration elected in 1715 had led the nation out of their own wilderness by 
staving off the threat of arbitrary power and popery (represented by the Jacobite rebellion, with 
which some among the Tories sympathized). The Whigs represented the entrenchment of “civil 
government,” the protection of the “reformed Religion” (the Church of England) “establish’d by 
Law,” and a social order in which “all good and loyal Subjects have the quiet possession of their 
civil and religious liberties.”40 Too many, he argued, “readily gave ear” to the Jacobite murmur-
ings and “lying stories” of “ill men” who railed not only against God and government but against 
personal “duty” and self-“interest.”41

Murmuring represented a dangerous subversion of authority, a willingness to resist buckling 
under and to grumble and complain. But murmuring retained a dual quality as one of the only 
modes in which a collective complaint could be issued in a nondemocratic order. Murmuring 
was essential for good order at sea; it had to be heard, even if not too clearly. If murmuring was to 
stop short of mutiny, much depended on the willingness of those in command not just to hear the 
murmuring but to hear it as the voicing of a grievance that could be understood.42 Consider the 
following example from Sir Thomas Pasley’s Private Sea Journals for 1781. Here Pasley recorded 
an instance of what he considered to be murmuring among the crew he commanded aboard 
HMS Jupiter.43 On Monday, December 3, Pasley recorded that his ship’s crew were unhappy at 
having been reassigned from his usual practice of dividing the crew into three watches (each of 
four hours), which assured each crew member the opportunity of two full watches (eight hours) 

38  See, e.g., Thomas Long, A Sermon against Murmuring: Preached in the Cathedral Church of St. Peter Exon on the 
XXIXth of May, 1680 (London: Richard Royston, 1680); and Samuel Carte, A Dissuasive from Murmuring: 
Being a Sermon on 1 Cor. X. 10. Preached by Sam. Carte, M.A. Imprimatur, May 14. 1694 (London: Richard 
Baldwin, 1694).

39  Samuel Bradford, The Sin and the Danger of Murmuring Against God, and our Governors, A Sermon Preach’d at the 
Church of St Mary le Bow in London, on Sunday, Octob. 16th. 1715 (London: John Wyat, 1715), 12.

40  Ibid., 14–15.
41  Ibid., 17, 20.
42  In this sense, as Dening has argued, any perceptive naval officer of the period knew “that he would be the cause 

of his own mutiny . . . how much he was the cause of pain of those he flogged, how much he was the hangman 
of those that mutinied.” What is remarkable is not that officers should have known this and been alert for 
the audible and visual signs but that so many appear not to have known this or simply ignored the signs. 
Greg Dening, Mr. Bligh’s Bad Language: Passion, Power and Theatre on the Bounty (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1992), 156.

43  Sir Thomas Pasley, Private Sea Journals, 1778–1782: Kept by Sir Thomas Pasley, Bart. When in Command of H. M. Ships 
Glasgow (20), Sybil (28), and Jupiter (50), ed. Rodney M. S. Pasley (London: J. M. Dent and Sons, 1931), 205–9.
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of rest or sleep from time to time, to “watch and watch” (which reduced rest and sleep time to 
no more than four hours). According to Pasley, the crew made complaint at the new and more 
stringent arrangement through the quartermasters and the bosun’s (boatswain’s) mates, who 
begged him to go back to three watches. Pasley recorded that the men did not want to show any 
weakness by approaching him directly, so he resolved “as firmly . . . to make them call out first.” 

Here, Pasley’s journal is eloquent in what it does not record—at least directly. The bosun’s 
mates and quartermasters occupied the lowest tier in the hierarchy of command. They were liter-
ally of the crew, in being appointed from among them, but not quite in the crew, in having partic-
ular responsibilities in aiding the bosun, the warrant officer chiefly responsible for maintaining 
order aboard and ensuring that all commands were speedily obeyed. Their entreaties to the cap-
tain indicated considerable disaffection among the crew. The members of the crew could not 
voice their complaints to their officers directly, having recourse only to the appropriate chain of 
command. These entreaties would thus have been couched in delicate terms—not as complaints 
coming from the crew but as requests for indulgence. Pasley would have known precisely that 
this is what the bosun’s mates’ and quartermasters’ entreaties denoted. But instead of acceding to 
their requests, he wanted to eliminate the complaint, which to him denoted murmuring among 
the crew, at its source. Pasley’s intention was to mold his crew into what he considered to be an 
efficient ship’s company, one that obeyed his commands without question. This meant adopt-
ing a strategy of isolating the seamen whom he considered to be the source of the complaint and 
then turning the ship’s company against them. The bosun’s mates’ and quartermasters’ requests 
were therefore denied. 

Pasley records that he kept the punishing watch and watch routine strictly—“no Man 
allowed even to sit down” at night—but the men did not buckle. Pasley speculated that there 
were about seven or eight ringleaders fomenting the disquiet, and he directed every officer to 
keep a firm watch on them. Finally, his journal recorded his exultation in being able to nab one of 
these “ringleaders” for being “off the Deck in his Watch. I rejoiced greatly at getting hold of one, as 
I intended ere I punished him to come to an eclaircissement [sic] with my Ship’s Company.” At 10 
a.m. the next day, Pasley ordered the offender to be brought to the gangway for punishment, and 
before the assembled crew he delivered a speech against the “false and infamous murmurs” of the 
“few who mutinously endeavor to preach up dissatisfaction in regard to the general conduct and 
discipline of this Ship.” He then extolled their duty and zeal and said that he was assured of their 
courage. “Here,” he wrote, “a loud and boisterous murmur of applause prevented my proceeding 
for some time.” He continued, “you are likewise, my Lads, in general quiet and well disposed; but 
amongst such a number, some Black Sheep must be expected—to those alone I impute every little 
murmur of dissatisfaction that may creep in amongst you.” Having succeeded in shaming the 
ringleaders, the offender was given a dozen lashes and all the crew were dismissed. A short time 
later he was asked to come on deck to hear the supplication of the repentant crew, who owned 
their fault and begged his forgiveness and his indulgence in returning to three watches. To this 
Pasley readily consented, whereupon: “They, one and all, off caps and gave me a Voluntary Three 
Cheers. This I will confess was not a little pleasing and flattering to me, after having brought them 
fairly to knock under and to my own terms—nothing could have ended better.”

Tellingly, the only murmuring that Pasley records having directly heard himself was the 
“murmur” of approbation. His crew, unhappy at the watch-and-watch system, could engage in 
only a closely sequestered discourse of complaint. Pasley inferred that such murmured discourse 
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was taking place out of his earshot. His forestalling of these inferred murmurs was premised on 
decrying them as a dangerous form of “preaching”—a mutinous attempt to sway the crew away 
from their quiet obedience. But this mutinous preaching remained a murmured hum that could 
be heard by Pasley only as barely audible verbal signs of discontent. For all his inflexibility, Pasley 
was prepared at least to hear murmuring and to understand it. While Pasley inferred that com-
plaint was being uttered, and that such complaints constituted “murmuring,” other seafarers 
made subtle distinctions between murmuring and complaint. Consider the following account of 
the most celebrated mutiny of the era, that of HMS Bounty in 1789.44 James Morrison had been 
a bosun’s mate aboard the Bounty and remained with the ship (supposedly reluctantly) after the 
mutiny. As Leonard Gutteridge explains, Morrison’s account of the mutiny was written while he 
awaited court-martial at Spithead, and his account thus represents him as a loyal sailor and inno-
cent victim of a mutiny brought about by a tyrannous captain and weak or irresponsible officers.45 
Morrison’s narrative was highly “injurious to Captain Bligh’s character,” recording his quick 
temper and arbitrary and spiteful commands. The seemingly inevitable drift toward mutiny that 
Morrison depicted gathered pace near the equator when Bligh was said to have ordered that the 
ship’s store of rapidly spoiling pumpkins be served in lieu of bread. Such a command, as Greg 
Dening has pointed out, dangerously blurred Bligh’s public role as captain and his private interest 
as purser (which consisted in pocketing the difference between the ship’s allocated provisions 
and its consumption on the voyage as profit).46 According to Morrison, neither the officers nor 
the crew were happy with this command, but seeing Bligh’s vicious obstinacy, the crew “[d]eter-
mined to bear it with patience and neither murmured nor complained afterwards. However, the 
officers were not so easily satisfied, and made frequent murmurings among themselves . . . but 
they made no complaint, seeing that the men had dropped it, and did not appear either in public 
or private to take any notice of it.”47

Laying aside Morrison’s motives in his portrayal of this incident, there is a significant dis-
tinction that he makes here between murmuring and complaint signaled by the reference to 
private and public notice of the grievance. Murmuring could be said to take place as a more or 
less private voicing of discontent, whereas complaint signaled a public presentation of grievance. 
Murmuring thus seems to be spontaneously voiced among the crew, while complaint consists 
in the formal presentation of grievance to the chain of command. While the latter form of utter-
ance imbibed a vertical quality, in terms of speaking to power in a form that power was pre-
pared or constrained to recognize, the former utterance was directed more or less horizontally 
and represented a less constrained speaking of minds. Therein lay the threat of murmuring to 
those in command. Murmuring was the medium of communication between—and organization 
among—the crew. Murmuring circumvented the chain of command but was also meant to be 
heard and acted upon. The radicalism of murmuring lay not simply in its challenge to authority, 
or even in the implied threat of mutiny, but in its dialogical quality between two orders of civil-
ity. Murmuring represented a spontaneous and egalitarian self-organization among the crew, 
but it also entailed something like a dialogical relation with the hierarchical order of command. 

44  See James Morrison, After the Bounty: A Sailor’s Account of the Mutiny and Life in the South Seas, ed. Donald A. 
Maxton (Washington, DC: Potomac Books, 2010).

45  Leonard F. Gutteridge, Mutiny: A History of Naval Insurrection (Shepperton: Ian Allan, 1992), 43.
46  Dening, Mr. Bligh’s Bad Language, 84.
47  Morrison, After the Bounty, 13.
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The meaning of murmuring had to be correctly inferred by officers, who might or might not act 
to remove the grievance. The incidence of murmuring, however, was an inescapable feature of 
British naval soundscapes in the eighteenth century. 

soundscapes of mutiny
If murmuring among a ship’s crew was not listened and responded to appropriately, the end result 
might be mutiny—the dramatic rupture in the chain of command. Mutinies might proceed from a 
variety of causes, including the direct intervention of an organized crew, or in response to a disas-
ter suffered by the ship itself (especially if this consequence reflected poorly on the competence of 
its officers). In neither case were mutinies completely disordered events. In this final section, I want 
to examine the possibility that mutiny can also be interpreted as an expression of counter-civility 
in which sailors’ actions exhibited an alternative, semilegalistic order of norms. By their nature, 
mutinies were hostile to the order maintained by the officers empowered by the Articles of War, 
but mutinies were also highly ordered events in which the two orders of civility aboard ship were 
engaged in a kind of dialogical relation. Mutinies were always traumatic events, but they were not 
always violent. Mutinies were not simply anticivil repudiations of elite civility but a confrontation 
between two orders of civility in which the sailors’ counter-civility imbibed a legalistic sanctity. 

A key feature of this legalistic quality of the sailors’ counter-civility was the attachment to 
their right to liberty. A clear exemplification of sailors’ legalistic attachment to liberty can be 
found in the story of the wreck of HMS Wager off the far southern coast of Chile on May 14, 1740. 
When the Wager struck rocks, it rapidly became evident that all was lost. Although the officers 
and some of the crew abandoned the ship, others among the crew remained aboard the founder-
ing vessel, “declaring plainly that they would not go [onshore], for the Ship was lost, and every 
one was at Liberty to shift for himself.”48 As the ship lay foundering, Lieutenant Byron observed 
the sailors maintaining a tenuous and all-too-temporary but undeniable order aboard the stricken 
vessel. Byron wrote of one sailor: “In the ravings despair brought upon him . . . stalking about 
the deck, flourishing a cutlass over his head, and calling himself king of the country, and strik-
ing everybody he came near, till his companions, seeing no other security against his tyranny, 
knocked him down.”49 Despite the terror of their position, the remaining crew members were 
determined to remain at liberty beyond the jurisdiction of their officers.

 If the legalistic quality of the sailors’ counter-civility was on display in the relatively 
bloodless mutiny aboard the Wager, there were at least some echoes of the same legalism in unde-
niably the most spectacularly violent mutiny in Britain’s eighteenth-century navy, aboard HMS 
Hermione on the evening of September 21, 1797.50 The Hermione was at that time commanded by 
Captain Hugh Pigot, who has gone down in the annals of naval history as one of the most brutal 
and surely most callous disciplinarians in an age of callous and brutal discipline. The final straw 
that sparked the mutiny occurred on September 20. Dissatisfied with the reefing of topsails in 

48  Alexander Campbell, The Sequel to Bulkeley and Cummins’s Voyage to the South Seas: or, the Adventures of Capt. 
Cheap, The Hon. Mr. Byron, Lieut. Hamilton, Alexander Campbell, and others, late of His Majesty’s Ship the Wager 
(London: W. Owen, 1747), 14–16.

49  John Byron, The Narrative of the Honourable John Byron, Commodore in a Late Expedition Round the World: 
Containing an Account of the Great Distresses Suffered by Himself and His Companions on the Coast of Patagonia, 
from the Year 1740, till their Arrival in England, 1746 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013), 11.

50  There are many accounts of this mutiny. In what follows I rely heavily on the most detailed of these studies: 
Dudley Pope, The Black Ship (London: Alison Press, 1963), 141–73.
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squally conditions, Pigot called to the men in the maintop that he would “flog the last man down.” 
Knowing that this was no idle threat, the topmen raced to get back in to the mainmast by leaping 
past one another to the main shrouds. Three missed their holds and fell screaming to their deaths 
on the deck below. Pigot’s only response was to say, “throw the lubbers overboard,” with no cere-
mony or final rites. He then ordered the surviving topmen to report for punishment at 10 a.m. the 
following morning, when all of them were “severely” flogged. When it came, the mutiny, like that 
on the Bounty, was unannounced. In what survivors describe as no more than thirty minutes of 
tumult and bloodshed, Captain Pigot, his three lieutenants (Reed, Foreshaw, and Douglas), the 
mortally sick lieutenant of marines (MacIntosh), one midshipman (Smith), the purser, surgeon, 
and bosun (Pacey, Sansum, and Martin), and even the captain’s clerk were all murdered and their 
bodies thrown overboard. Having succeeded in taking over the vessel, the mutineers sailed it to 
the Spanish Caribbean port of La Guiera, where most of the principal ringleaders dispersed, and 
knowing that the British Admiralty would not forget such an affront to their authority and the 
flagrant compact with its enemy, most of the principal leaders disappeared.

Over the next few years, however, a number of the mutineers were recaptured, and one 
(Thomas Nash) was rendered from the United States. Along with them, some crew members 
who did not participate in the mutiny, but who had hidden themselves for a time out of fear of 
being implicated, surrendered. All of them, mutineers and nonmutineers alike, were subjected 
to courts-martial, and the terse records of these proceedings provide an echo, though distant, 
of the soundscape of naval mutiny. The chief witnesses at the courts-martial were the two most 
senior officers to survive, William Southcott, the master (or chief navigator), and David O’Brien 
Casey, a midshipman who was at the time of the mutiny recovering from being disrated by Pigot 
and severely flogged for a trivial offense. Southcott’s testimony, at repeated trials, recalled hear-
ing noise out of place. He claimed that on the night of the mutiny he was awoken by a “great 
Noise upon deck” made by the crew “cheering & huzzaing, saying the ship was their own, saying 
Hughy [Captain Pigot] is over board . . . [and] calling to hand the officers out of the Gun room 
to kill them.”51 Another witness, Thomas Mason, who was on duty in the foretop, also heard 
the mutiny when “the Men cheered and said the Ship was their own.”52 The bedridden Casey, 
however, did not so much hear as see the mutiny when he was “so shocked” at seeing the ship’s 
second lieutenant (Douglas) and the midshipman (Smith) hacked to death opposite his cabin and 
dragged up on deck to be thrown overboard that he only “turned my head away.”53 The shocking 

51  National Archives: Adm.1./5353, Courts Martial, 1800, “July 3, 1800, John Duncan of the Hermione for 
Mutiny.”

52  National Archives: Adm.1./5344, Courts Martial, 1798, “May 1st, T. Leach & W. Mason—Seamen of the 
Hermione for mutiny & murder.” In the “voluntary confession of John Brown,” the sailors on duty in the 
maintop heard of the mutiny only when other crew members ascended the shrouds to tell them; none reported 
hearing shouts. See, e.g., National Archives: Adm.1./5344, Courts Martial, 1798, “May 5th, Four Seamen of 
the Hermione for Mutiny, Murder & being found in the Service of the Enemy.” It was the evidence of the main 
topmen that suggested that the mutiny was not a spontaneous affair and that some among the crew and officers 
knew such an event was in the offing. One among them, John Brown, testified that the first he knew of the 
design to mutiny was at noon before the mutiny, when he heard another main topman (David Forrester) ask the 
captain of the maintop (John Innes) “if he Innes heard anything of what was going on last Night, meaning the 
Night before, that Innes replied no, on which Forrester said they were going to take the Ship last night but that 
they would do it that Night.” Brown heard nothing more until that night, when the mutineers called them down 
from duty in the maintop. See “The Examination and Voluntary Confession of John Brown,” Adm.1./248, 
Jamaica 1797 & 1798.

53  National Archives: Adm.1./5353, “July 31, 1800, Two Mutineers of the Hermione.”
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sight and sound of these attacks are only faintly conveyed in the anodyne prose of official testi-
mony. Southcott, for example, recalled only that as he was held under guard in the gun room, “I 
heard some body crying in a dismal Manner in the Cabin.”54 This must have been the sound of 
Pigot dying before being thrown overboard. Others testified that they “heard repeated Groans 
& Screeches from the Officers when murdering.”55

The ex post facto nature of the courts-martial made it possible for various witnesses to 
claim another feature of the sonic profile of the mutiny, in the dramatic rendering of recollected 
dialogue. The Hermione’s butcher testified that one of the mutineers, James Allen, took delight 
in the events. Wielding a tomahawk, he “sung out” to his fellow mutineers who had hold of his 
master (Lieutenant Douglas), “let me have a chop at him, he shall not make me jump around the 
Gun room any more.”56 Some of the most dramatic exchanges were recalled by John Holford (the 
elder), who, along with his son, made a full confession to the court that both of them were not part 
of the mutiny. Holford recalled that he was asleep on the armorer’s chest when he was awoken 
“by the noise” and commotion, thinking the ship was on fire. On moving toward the gun room, 
he saw Lieutenant Douglas murdered and thrown overboard just as Lieutenant Foreshaw, who 
had been previously assaulted and thrown overboard, climbed back in. According to Holford, 
the mutineers greeted Foreshaw’s arrival by saying, “let him come in and we will hear what he 
has to say for himself.” The bloodied Foreshaw is said to have exclaimed, “good God what have I 
ever done to any of you,” at which one of the leading mutineers, Thomas Nash, arrived and fore-
closed any prospect of mercy. “Foreshaw you Bugger,” Nash is supposed to have said, “are you 
here,” whereupon he “seized him by the Arm and said you Bugger overboard you shall go he then 
led Lieutenant Foreshaw to the Larboard Gangway and with the assistance of others threw him 
overboard.”57 It was from Holford, too, that some of the final exchanges between Pigot and the 
mutineers were reconstructed. In particular, Holford claimed that one of the mutineers, John 
Farrell, boasted that he came into the captain’s cabin after the first attack to find the bloodied 
Captain Pigot still alive and leaning against the couch. Farrell is supposed to have said, “you 
Bugger are you not Dead yet, and on the Captain’s answering no you Villain I am not Farrell 
said he struck him over the head and knock’d him down.”58 Pigot was such a figure of fear and 
loathing among the crew that the accounts of his bloody end were heavily dramatized. In Joseph 
Montell’s voluntary confession of his participation in the mutiny, he admitted that he came into 
the captain’s cabin after his first attackers had left to attend to the other officers. Pigot was left 
bleeding from multiple wounds but still alive. When he entered the cabin and saw the bloodied 
Pigot “wounded and crying for mercy,” Montell replied, “you have shewn no Mercy yourself, and 
therefore deserve none and immediately ran him through with a bayonet.”59

The mutiny on the Hermione was undoubtedly brutal, but even so it reveals the outline of a 
rough and even violent counter-civility. The mutiny was not an episode of random brutality but 
an orchestrated event whose order implies a legalistic structure of norms. The counter-civility 
of the crew was apparent in the violent assertion of reciprocation, of responsibility for sufferings 

54  National Archives: Adm.1./5344, “May 1st, T. Leach & W. Mason.”
55  This is from Admiral Parker’s report of the testimony of John Mason, carpenter’s mate, dated March 2, 1798. 

National Archives: Adm.1./248, Jamaica 1797 & 1798.
56  National Archives: Adm.1./5353, “July 31, 1800, Two Mutineers of the Hermione.”
57  National Archives: Adm.1./5344, Courts Martial, 1798, “May 23, Three Mutineers of the Hermione.”
58  Ibid.
59  National Archives: Adm.1./248, Jamaica 1797 & 1798.
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imposed without alternative for redress. The brutal legalism was also expressed in the way the 
officers were selected for killing. As Niklas Frykman has observed, once the initial attack on Pigot 
and on the officer of the watch (Foreshaw) launched the mutiny, the remaining officers were 
secured and then selected for death before what amounted to a “revolutionary tribunal.”60 With 
the mutiny in its early stages, the surgeon’s mate, Laurence Cronin, sustained the momentum of 
events by delivering a “Republican” speech to the crew, declaring that all the remaining officers 
must share Pigot’s fate. What determined their fate was not random slaughter but a method of 
selection. Southcott was saved because of his navigational skills; Casey, because of sympathy for 
his plight as a fellow sufferer at Pigot’s hands. The killings were cruel and merciless, but they were 
organized. The order that lay behind them was as brutal as the order imposed upon the sailors 
by the Articles of War. 

conclusion
The mutiny aboard the Hermione was especially violent and more intensely cruel than the rela-
tively bloodless mutinies aboard the Wager and the Bounty. Even so, the actions of the mutinous 
Hermione crew members might be explained as violence no more brutal than the ordered cruelty 
imposed upon them with the legal sanctity of the Articles of War. It is small wonder then that in 
cases of mutiny, even one as spectacularly violent as that aboard the Hermione, the counter-ci-
vility of the mutinous sailors should find its own rough and merciless but recognizably legalistic 
expression. Though spectacular and unusual, mutinies occupied the same spectrum of count-
er-civil expression as more routine murmuring. What is remarkable about this record of vocalized 
complaint is not that it should exist at all, but that it illustrates the degree to which sailors uttered 
complaints and how defiance constituted a kind of counter-civility.61 This counter-civility had 
by its nature to be muted. It had to be audible but not fully vocal. Though murmuring could not 
constitute a dialogue between speakers, it was at least dialogical, and the norms of such mur-
mured exchanges were at least as binding on their participants as those in more civil and gen-
tlemanly conversation. Without a dialogical comprehension of murmuring, good order on ships 
would have been impossible to maintain. This in no way mitigates the brutality with which the 
counter-civilities among mutinous crews could be expressed, but in a context where—as Jack 
Nastyface described it—“a seaman’s daring to make a reply to his superior” could be punished 
with flogging or the gag, it is hardly surprising that sailors’ counter-civility should mirror the 
routine cruelty of those deemed more civil.62

The dialogue between elite civility and sailors’ counter-civility was, like any other, prone to 
the usual and all-too-human misunderstandings, interjections, mutual incomprehension, exag-
gerations, and casual falsehoods heard in any conversation. What is remarkable, however, is the 
degree to which both sides of this unequal dialogue between civilities relied on mutual compre-
hension. When Jack Nastyface reflected that once he set foot aboard his first naval vessel as a 
crew member it was useless for him to murmur, he contradicted the curious fact that sailors and 

60  Niklas Frykman, “The Mutiny on the Hermione: Warfare, Revolution and Treason in the Royal Navy,” Journal 
of Social History 44, no. 1 (2010): 165.

61  See, e.g., Sarah Kinkel, “Disorder, Discipline and Naval Reform in Mid-eighteenth Century Britain,” English 
Historical Review 128, no. 535 (2013): 1451–82.

62  Nastyface, Nautical Economy, 118. Gagging referred to the practice of placing a sailor in irons, forcing his 
mouth open, and having an iron bar “put across, well secured behind his head,” “until the captain may think 
proper to release him.”
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crews regularly murmured in audible though muted or hushed protest and complaint. Murmuring 
might be understood by captains as a prelude to mutiny and thus heard as archetypically mutinous 
conduct. More often, murmuring was heard as a sonic signal that invited a dialogical response 
short of flogging or the gag. To murmur was thus to engage in dangerous conduct, but the conse-
quences for officers failing to hear it, or failing to listen to what it portended, could be even more 
dangerous to them. In listening to persistently murmuring crews, and even to the legalistic scripts 
of mutiny, we can hear the widely variable sonic range of eighteenth- century civility at sea. 


